
何でも実現できる

10minute

改善変更

隠れ家

フードボウル

水のボウル

ツル

3～5minute

www.upperaqua.com

SAFE

Various applications

It is possible to freely make the form, thus, it is possible to make a hiding 
place, a food bowl, a water bowl, a vine, a vivarium wall, etc., and with its 
adhering property, it can be attached, too. In addition, you can have 
porcelain to make a hiding place that keeps humidity, or you can mix 
stone to make the heat last longer. To enjoy these infinite possibilities, 
now join UPPER

Make everything happen.

This product can produce all the structures in the breeding farm you 
have thought so far. It is easy, hard, and easily deformable. Now you 
can make all the structures just within 10 minutes

Easy to use

Take this product out of hot water and shape it and let it cool. 
It can be easily made anywhere if you have only boiling water 
and chopsticks. Just knead the shape and let it cool. It will 
become hard naturally.

Perfect safety and phytoncide to help the organisms to adapt

We used safe materials certified by certification agency. It also contains 
phytoncide ingredients that are beneficial to the organisms, giving 
them more sense of stability and helping them to adapt.

Reusable

Until now, as the organisms grew, the owner had to re-purchase the 
structures that fit them, and there were people who had been bored 
with the same form if they placed the same structure for a long time. 
This product can be reused, not only once after you decide the form. 
With it, you can change the shape depending on the situation, or the 
breeder can immediately revise and improve the environment that 
best fit his or her entities.

Various colors

Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, Red - Various colors that can be tailored 
to suit individual tastes and the atmosphere of the breeding farm.

Make everything happen.

How to use 

1. Prepare water at 80 ° C or higher, pour water into a bowl with no 
    external deformations, and then put this product.

2. If all the white particles become transparent, use a tool to scoop 
    them up, and cool the surface slightly.

3. If you shape the desired form, the surface starts to solidify. 
    It will take about 3 to 5 minutes

Matters that require attention

Do not expose this product to direct light rays above 50 ℃. 
Be care of the burns, because you deal with hot water during 
the manufacture. We are not responsible for the burns,
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